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FEB 4 1916

Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld
Secretary of Defense
Washington, D. C. 20301

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Thank you for your letter of January 15, 1976, concerning the request
from the law firm of Bell and Kennedy and providing us with information
about the plan you have requested the National Security Agency to develop
to implement review of thirty year old records in their custody.

I was gratified to learn that you have requested the National Security
Agency to devise a plan for the systematic review of its thirty year old
records. Meeting the Executive Order requirements for the kind of
records which NSA is likely to have in its custody will undoubtedly
present greater review problems than those faced by many agencies
engaged in similar review programs. We welcome the Defense Depart-
ment's determination to proceed with a review program which will
satisfy legal and moral obligations to make government records having
historical value available to the public.

I am pleased to offer my staff's assistance both with the preparation of
the review plan and implementation of the review. The National Archives
has, of course, developed some expertise in this area over the past few
years which may be helpful to the National Security Agency. Although
I would gladly volunteer our assistance to you in any circumstances, I
also have certain legal responsibilities with regard to federal records
which would make such an offer obligatory.

As you know, Executive Order 11652 places upon the Archivist of the
United States the responsibility for reviewing 30 year old classified
records, whether or not these records have been accessioned into the
National Archives. In addition to the Executive Order's provisions
for classified records, 44 U.S.C. 3301-3314, Chapter 33, requires
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that federal records may not be alienated or destroyed unless specific ''
authority is granted by the Administrator of General Services. This
disposal authority has been delegated to the Archivist of the United
States. It is, therefore, necessary that staff members of the National
Archives work closely with the National Security Agency to determine
which of the 30 year old records in their custody have sufficient
administrative, legal, research, or other value to warrant their
further preservation by the Government. The determination of what
are federal records and which of these records must be preserved is
a function of the National Archives. With my dual responsibilities for
reviewing 30 year old classified records and for determining which
federal records may be destroyed and which records must be preserved,
it is clear that the National Archives has a positive obligation to assist
the National Security Agency throughout the entire course of its review
project. We are ready at any time to discuss more precisely what form
our assistance may take.

With regard to your suggested course of action for responding to the
request of the law firm of Bell and Kennedy, I believe that the responsi-
bilities assigned to me by Executive Order 11652 prevent my following
your recommendations. Sec. 5(E)(2) of the Executive Order specifies
that all information and material more than 30 years old "shall be
systematically reviewed for declassification by the Archivist of the
United States by the end of the thirtieth full calendar year following
the year in which it was originated." As Archivist of the United States,
I am responsible for separating and protecting only those individual
items which are specifically identified by the head of a Department and
for which the head of a Department has specified the period of continued
classification. The certification by head of Department of the need for
continued classification beyond 30 years is accomplished through an item
by item listing on Standard Form 325, "Listing of National Security-
Classified Material Requiring Protection Beyond 30 Years."

As the review of 30 year old material began in 1972 a few agencies
raised the question of whether listing categories of information requiring
extended protection would meet the certification requirement of Sec. 5(E)(2)
of the Executive Order. This subject received thorough discussion.
However, the decision, which received strong support from the Inter-
agency Classification Review Committee (of which the Department of
Defense is a member) was that the Executive Order clearly intended
that a document list be submitted. Certification of categories of
information is not considered acceptable, and in any situation where
this procedure has been proposed it has been rejected.
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From a practical view point, I recognize that since the potential
number of documents which the National Security Agency may recommend
that you certify as requiring continued classification is large, and since
the December 31, 1975, deadline for submitting certification lists has
passed, it is obviously impossible for NSA to comply fuily with the
Executive Order requirements0 However, since NSA has already begun
the task of identifying and reviewing individual documents involved in
Mr. Bell's request, it appears feasible to certify and list these documents
on the Standard Form 325, if you determine that extended classification
is necessary. Only by your submission and my acceptance of this
itemized list can I fulfill my obligations under the Executive Order and
legitimately inform Mr. Bell that the documents he has requested do
indeed require continued security protection.

In addition, I am uncertain about the meaning of the phrase "deferred
automatic declassification" which you have used in connection with the
NSA records. We can find no part of the Executive Order or its
implementing NSC directive which would authorize "deferred automatic
declassification" for any 30 year old records. I reiterate that I
recognize the practical barriers to meeting immediately the require-
ments for certifying NSA documents. Nevertheless, it is our view that
Executive Order 11652 does not authorize a Department head to refuse
to accept either mandatory review requests or Freedom of Information
Act requests for reasonably described records on the ground that they
are included in a much larger group of records which are the subject
of a long-term systematic review program. Review requests submitted
under either the Executive Order or pursuant to statute must receive
priority consideration from the recipient agency.

In conclusion, let me reiterate my desire and that of my staff to work
closely with NSA officials in these matters and my conviction that
satisfactory solutions can be worked out for the problems involved.

Sincerely,

JAMES B. RHOADS
Archivist of the United States
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